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Abstract  
Even with several technological developments and security protocols, 
the wireless network transaction is still not in safe waters. Today we 
come across several frauds related to this wireless network 
transactions, the main reason for this is that user data like passwords, 
account numbers and other private information of the user is 
accessed by unauthorized persons .The permanent solution to this to 
protect the user privacy, to secure the users confidential information 
from the grasps of the hackers by developing a foolproof protocol. 
Therefore a new security protocol has to be laid, where user identity is 
hidden and the public key of the user is secured from the attacks of 
the hacker. Conditional privacy method using pseudonyms is used to 
avoid several threatening attacks such as MITM attack (Man-In-The-
Middle attack), Eavesdropping and Data modulation in e-payment. 

Keywords:               NFC 
security, Pseudonym, Unsinkability, Conditional privacy protection. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

NFC (Near Field Communication) is a short-range wireless 
communication technology which establishes the radio 
communication between the smart phones and similar devices 
whose distance is around 4 inches, the operating frequency band 
is about 13.56MHz and the speed ranges from 106Kbps to 
424Kbps. The combination of NFC with smart devices resulted 
in variety of applications, namely data exchange, service 
discovery, connection, e-payment, and ticketing; this in turn 
replaces the credit cards in electronic payment, especially. 
According to Gartner, a market research company, 

Table.1. Number of NFC-Based Payment Services 

Year 2010 Year 2015 
$316 million $3.572 billion 

From the above Table.1, we come to know that the growth 
is about 11.3 times, and another research (Juniper) predicted the 
same by $180 billion in 2017. 

As a prerequisite to use NFC in electronic payment, 
presently the NFC security standards define data exchange 
format, tag types, and security protocols, centering on NFC 
forum. The NFC security standards specify that there must be a 
key agreement is required between the users during secret 
communications. During the process of key agreement, the 
public key is received from CA (Certificate Authority) should be 
exchanged by both the users involved in the communication. 

Here there is AOF chance of creating user profile by the 
attackers by gaining the public key of other users during the 

process of key agreement, in this case, the privacy of users can 
be intruded through profiles created by attackers during the e-
payment system. 

In this paper, the privacy of the user can be protected using 
the privacy protection methods based on pseudonyms. In this 
proposed method the identity of users can be verified by the 
Trusted Third Party (TTP) to resolve disputes when necessary 
using the conditional privacy. In addition, the Protocol Data Unit 
(PDU) for the conditional privacy is also proposed in this paper. 
Here the data used to help a future purchase uses protected PDU 
of NFC-SEC, and data not wanted to be recorded uses 
conditional privacy PDU selectively, which makes it possible to 
remove the connectivity with the existing messages. This paper 
is the extended version of it. It covers background, security 
requirements, and differences between pseudonym-based 
method and the proposed method.  
        In this paper, we will see the description of the standards 
and privacy protection methods related to NFC in the section 2, 
and in section 3 introduces the NFC environments that are 
currently applied. In section 4, an analysis on the security threats 
that can occur in the current NFC environment is conducted, and 
the security requirements necessary for NFC are deduced. In 
section 5, the conditional privacy methods for NFC are 
proposed, and a comparative analysis with existing method is 
carried out in section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In this section, the current NFC standards are introduced, 
and the pseudonyms are also introduced as conditional privacy 
protection methods. In the current NFC standards, a variety of 
standards ranging from the basic interface protocols to testing 
and security methods are defined. This section also introduces 
NFCIP-1, the basic interface and NFC-SEC, the security 
method. 
NFCIP-1: Near Field Communication Interface and Protocol 

In NFC, the object of communication is divided into an 
initiator and a target. An initiator generates Radio Frequency 
(RF) field and starts NFCIP-1. A target that receives signals 
from initiator responds to the initiator through the RF field. 
When target communicates using RF field of initiator, it is called 
passive communication mode, and using self-generated RF field 
is referred to as active communication mode. Communication 
mode is determined according to applications when transaction 
starts. Once the transaction is started, the communication mode 
cannot be changed until the target becomes disabled or removed. 
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The major mechanism provided by NFCIP-1 is Single 
Device Detection (SDD) and Radio Field Collision Avoidance 
(RFCA). The SDD is an algorithm for initiator to find a specific 
target among multiple targets in the RF field. There is a 
possibility of collision problem may occur in the existing RFID 
system, which referred as a state in both the initiators and the 
targets transmits data at the same time, in this case we cannot 
distinguish which data is real. The collision problem is solved by 
NFC standard using algorithm named RFCA [13]. RFCA is an 
algorithm that detects other RF fields and prevents collision 
using carrier frequency. RFCA begins by confirming the 
presence of other RF fields. If other RF fields exist, the NFC 
does not generate its own RF field. Thanks to the SDD that finds 
specific target within the range and RFCA that does not permit 2 
RF fields, the NFC can be safe from Man-In-The-Middle 
(MITM) attacks. 
NFC-SEC: NFCIP-1 Security Services and Protocol 

NFC-SEC defines SSE (Shared Secret service) and SCH 
(Secure Channel service) for NFCIP-1 [7]. SSE generates a 
secret key for secure communication between NFC devices and 
in this process, key agreement and key confirmation is 
performed. SCH service provides the communication between 
NFC devices with confidentiality and integrity using a key 
generated through SSE service. 

Also NFC-SEC defines the procedures of key agreement 
using ECSDVP-DH (Elliptic Curve Secret Value Derivation 
Primitive, Diffie-Hellman version) for SCH between NFC 
terminals in SSE [8], [6]. To achieve the above, NFC terminal 
must have public key and private key based on Elliptic curve. 
SCH makes three keys hierarchically by using the key generated 
through SSE and provides confidentiality and integrity to the 
messages using generated keys. The three keys created in SCH 
are used to provide the confidentiality and integrity of the 
message. The key agreement and confirmation protocols are 
implemented as shown in Figure 1, and the notation follows 
Table 2. 

Table.2.Notation 
 

Notation Description  
|| Concatenation symbol  
NRX Nonce of user X 

IDRX 
Random ID of user X for the activation of 
transport protocols 

QX, QX′, 
QX″ Compressed elliptic curve public key of user X 

QRXR, Q′RXR, 
Q″RX Elliptic curve public key of user X 
dRX Elliptic curve private key of user X 
G Elliptic curve base point 

KDF Key derivation function 
MacTagRX Key verification tag received from X 

MK Shared secret key 
z Unsigned integer 
rRX Random integer generated by user X 

PN Pseudonym set 
Enc(k, m) Encrypt m with k 
Sig(k, m) Signature on m with k 

IDRX Rfollows NFCID format. NFCID is generated dynamically 
and used in SDD and RFCA. 

 
Fig.1. Key agreement and confirmation protocol in NFC-

SEC 

User A generates a random number NA before 
communication. When communication starts, user A sends 
compressed public key QA to user B. User B who receives the 
message creates a random number NB and sends it to user A 
along with the compressed public key QB. The two users get 
point P through multiplying the other party's public key by their 
private key. The x coordinate of the point P becomes secrete 
value z of two users. The two users who generate z obtain the 
secret key MK by using their ID, random numbers, and secrete 
value z. To verify that same MK is generated; they send MacTag 
reciprocally. Each user can generate their MacTag using MK, 
IDs, and public keys. 

The IDx used in NFC-SEC follows NFCID format. NFCID 
is dynamically generated in accordance with the application and 
used for SDD and RFCA. Accordingly, NFC can identify each 
other through the NFCID but they cannot figure out the definite 
identity. Since the NFCID is updated each time, the connectivity 
between messages is not provided. However, the public key Qx 
used with IDx is a fixed value. Accordingly, if an attacker 
collects communication history based on the public key, an 
invasion of user's privacy breaks out due to the occurrence of the 
connectivity between messages. 
Pseudonyms: 

Pseudonym represents ID that changes randomly, and it has 
widely been studied in Vehicle Adhoc Network (VANET) to 
remove the linkage between messages. The general pseudonym-
based privacy protection method uses pseudonym set received 
from TTP [1]-[4]. The pseudonyms are composed of public key, 
private key, and a certificate. Users can be assured of their 
anonymity through pseudonym and authenticated as normal 
users through a certificate. The TTP stores pseudonyms and 
actual ID of users to reveal the anonymity in case of a problem. 
However, the method using the pseudonym requires additional 
costs for storage and communication [7]. Users should maintain 
data in devices for pseudonyms. In addition, when the 
pseudonym set owned by users is all used, additional 
communication needs to be done for reissuance. To improve 
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this, recent studies have been conducted to generate pseudonyms 
without the help of TTP. 

3. DRAWBACKS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

NFC is a short-range wireless communication 
technology. Due to its distance limitations, the short-range 
wireless communication technology seems to be safer than wired 
communication technology, which really is not. In case 
communication is performed through RF field, along with NFC, 
data can be obtained even when users stay near the transmitter. 
In this section, the security requirements met by methods that 
analyze security threats of NFC are deduced. 
MITM attack: Man-In-The-Middle attack 

MITM attack means an attacker's obtaining data between 
two users by spoofing. Suppose that Alice and Bob to exchange 
their keys, and Carol is an attacker. Carol obtains key KAC by 
performing key agreement after disguising her as Bob, and key 
KBC after disguising her as Alice. When user Alice sends data 
encrypted with KAC to Carol disguised as Bob, Carol can obtain 
data m. Carol transfer m encrypted with KBC to Bob. Attacker 
can modify data of the two users through MITM attack. 

However, it is known that the MITM attack is generally 
impossible in NFC due to physical characteristics that protocols 
performs in close proximity as well as SDD and RFCA 
described in section II-A. To identify the impossibility of MITM 
attacks in NFC, let us suppose an environment in which NFC-
SEC is not applied (attackers can perform eavesdropping). 

In case Alice is in active communication mode, and Bob is 
in passive communication mode: Alice generates RF field and 
transfers data to Bob. Carol, an attacker, can prevent Bob from 
receiving data, while watching the data of Alice. In this case, 
Alice can detect an attack and stop key agreement. Though Alice 
cannot detect the attack, Carol needs to generate her own RF 
field to transfer data to Bob. However, since Alice and Bob are 
in communication with active-passive mode, Alice does not reap 
the RF field until NFC of Bob becomes disabled or removed. 
Since two RF fields cannot exist simultaneously according to 
RFCA, it is impossible for Carol to transfer data to Bob. 
Accordingly, a MITM attack is impossible.  

In case both Alice and Bob are in active communication 
modes: If Alice's data is blocked, Alice can detect attacks as in 
case of active-passive mode. If not, Alice comes to reap her own 
RF field to receive data from Bob, when Carol can generate her 
own RF field successfully and transfer data to Bob. However, 
Alice waiting for Bob's data can detect attacks after receiving 
Carol's data. Alice discontinues protocols after detecting attacks, 
and Carol's MITM attack fails.  
 Eavesdropping and Data modulation 

Eavesdropping on wireless communication is a major threat, 
which is true in the NFC. It is generally considered that 
eavesdropping is difficult in the NFC since the recognition 
distance of NFC is within 4 inches. However, there are many 
factors that can affect recognition distance in the NFC unlike 
RFID with mere relationship of a tag and a reader. In particular, 
eavesdropping is possible up to 10m in active communication 
mode and up to 1m in passive communication mode depending 
on the performance of attacker's receiver, antenna, and RF signal 

decoder. An attacker can modulate data arbitrarily using a 
jammer in the same situation as in eavesdropping. The 
modulated data can be arbitrary data or regular data depending 
on the purpose of attackers. 

Fortunately, the data that is being transmitted can be easily 
protected from eavesdropping by using secure channel. In NFC-
SEC, key agreement is performed through SSE and SCH is 
generated by using the key obtained from results. The user's data 
is encrypted when it is transmitted through secure channel, when 
an attacker only obtains the encrypted data, and he fails to get 
meaningful data. The SCH service of NFC-SEC performs an 
integrity check by calculating MacTag through hierarchy keys. 
Therefore, a user can be aware of data modulation. The user can 
respond to data modulation attacks by asking for retransmission 
or discontinuing protocols to get meaningful data. The SCH 
service of NFC-SEC performs an integrity check by calculating 
MacTag through hierarchy keys. Therefore, a user can be aware 
of data modulation. The user can respond to data modulation 
attacks by asking for retransmission or discontinuing protocols. 
 Privacy 

In order to preserve privacy, one would like to do things 
when nobody else could see or disturb him or her. In case of 
NFC which can be used in overall life, an attacker can infringe 
the privacy of users easily by tracking usage history.   

To get meaningful data the SCH service of NFC-SEC 
performs an integrity check by calculating MacTag through 
hierarchy keys. Therefore, a user can be aware of data 
modulation. The user can respond to data modulation attacks by 
asking for retransmission or discontinuing protocols. 

However, it is impossible to authenticate users in case all 
information is hidden to protect the privacy of users, which leads 
to vulnerability to spoofing attacks such as MITM. In case 
complete anonymity is provided, even honest users may 
distinguish to be someone else, and it is impossible to predict 
their actions behind the anonymity. Therefore, it is required to 
formulate conditional privacy protection methods that can 
protect the privacy of users and reveal the real identity of users 
by trusted third party when problems occur. 
Security Requirement 

In response to the security threats covered in this section, 
NFC security protocols should satisfy the following properties. 
In general, the key agreement protocol should be robust to the 
MITM attack. However, as mentioned in section IV-A, the NFC 
is robust to the MITM attack itself; it is not included in the 
security requirements in this paper. 
• Data Confidentiality: It is required to protect data from 

unauthorized users.  
 

• Data Integrity: The transmitted data should be identical to 
the source data.  

• UnObservability: The specific user’s data cannot be 
predicted from multiple data.  

• Unsinkability: If a user presents two data at the same time, 
the connectivity between the two data should not be 
identified.  

•  Traceability: It is required to enable to find out who 
generated the data if a problem occurs.  
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 For example Alice purchased items at a supermarket. Here, 
the confidentiality means that if Alice's purchase information is 
assumed as PA, the contents of PA should not be revealed to an 
unauthorized user. Integrity means it is guaranteed that data is 
not modulated in the process of transferring Alice's purchase 
information PA. Unobservability means that Alice's purchase 
information PA should not be distinguished from purchase 
information collected at the market. 

4. PROPOSED METHOD 

The conditional privacy method has widely been studied in 
the light of pseudonyms when the privacy protection is required. 
In this paper, conditional privacy protection methods tailored to 
the NFC environment are proposed. Since the proposed method 
can reuse NFCIP-1 and NFC-SEC, the NFC standards in most 
cases, more efficient production is possible in the 
implementation and chip design sector. Let us suppose that a 
user stores the long-term public key issued by TSM. 

 
Fig.2.Self-updateable pseudonym based method 

If we consider the NFC features in the protocol design 
process, the protocol can be configured so that it can update 
pseudonym without the need to communicate with TSM. The 
communication with the TSM can be used only to keep track of 
the message constructor. The proposed protocol is shown in 
figure 2, and the notation follows Table.2 in section II-B. 

    QA||NRA                                                  R(1) 

QA||NRA Rof figure.1 is changed as in (1) so that TSM can 
identify the identity. 

User B can obtain Q'RAR and Q″RAR by decompressing QA' and 
QA″. Q'RA Rand Q″RA Rare the points on the elliptic curve, and they 
are developed as in (2) and (3). 

 
 
 
Accord

ing to ECDLP (Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem), 
user B cannot find that Q'RAR is QRAR which is the message made by 
same person, even if user B knows QRAR. Likewise, in Q″RAR, user B 
cannot find rRAR dRAR QRSR because user B does not know rA dRAR. Thus, 
user B cannot remove rRARdRARQRSR from Q″RAR, and cannot recognize 
that the message was constructing by user A. In contrast, the 
TSM can recognize who made of this message by (4). 

Q RAR    d RSR Q RAR(rRAR d RAR( d RSR G ))  Q RAR    d RSR(rRAR( d RAR G ))  
QRA (4) 

Two users can obtain the common values by using the 
exchanged messages of Q'RAR and Q'RBR. To obtain the same value, 
multiply private key and the random value to Q'RAR and Q'RBR. The 
random value is the same number used when making Q″RAR and 
Q″RBR. Equation (5) expresses the process in which the two users 
get the same value. 
        

P =rRAR d RAR QRBRrRAR d RAR(rRBR d RBR G )rRAR d RARrRBR d 
RBRG 

(5) 
 

 rRBR d RBR(rRAR d RAR G )rRBR d RBR QRA  

 
 

Two users can get a shared secret value z by taking x 
coordinate value at point P. When compared with the existing 
protocols based on the above process, Q'RAR and Q'RBR can replace 
QRA Rand Q RBR, the existing public keys. In other words, the 
anonymity of users can be guaranteed by replacing the public 
key alone, while retaining the existing protocols. 

This method cannot be used to specify the owner of the 
public key, but it can identify whether the public key is regularly 
generated or not [7]. Therefore, it can be identified that the 
message is generated by using the public key received from 
TSM. In case the user's public key doesn't pass the verification, 
the NFC communication is discontinued. When the protocol is 
discontinued in the process of one-to-one short range 
communication, users suspect the involvement of attackers, and 
they can discontinue or restart the communication. 
Conditional privacy PDU 

The methods proposed in this paper allow users to hide their 
information. However, in case information is hidden in all 
situations, there arises a problem where the personalized service 
is not provided. Therefore, additional instruction is needed so 
that the methods proposed in this paper can be used selectively. 
For this, purpose this paper defines Conditional privacy PDU in 
table.3, which performs the role of instruction in the NFC 
protocol. 

Table.3.Coding of the Conditional Privacy PDU 

Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 
RFU ONE ONE MI NAD DID PNI PNI 
• Bit 7: Reserved for future use. The initiator will set it to 

Zero.  
• Bit 6 to Bit 5: Will be set ONE.  

Q’RAR=rRAR Q RARrRAR d RARG (2) 
Q’’RAR=rRAR d RAR QRSR    Q RARrRAR d RAR d RSR G  d 
RARG (3) 
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• Bit 4: If bit is set to ONE then it indicates multiple 
information chaining activated.  

• Bit 3: If bit is set to ONE then it indicates node address is 
available.  

• Bit 2: If bit is set to ONE then it indicates Device ID is 
available.  

• Bit 1 and Bit 0: Packet number information. 

Table.4.Coding of the PFB (Control information for 
transaction) bit 7 to 5 

Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit5                      PFB 
0 0 0 Information PDU 
0 0 1 Protected PDU 
0 1 0 Acknowledge PDU 
0 1 1 Conditional privacy PDU 
1 0 0 Supervisory PDU 

Other setting are reserved for future use 
Table.4 Users can request services through protected PDU if 
they want to receive the personalized service, while 
protecting their data from third-party attackers and through 
conditional privacy PDU if they want to be guaranteed to 
receive the conditional privacy additionally. For instance, if 
users want to receive the personalized services such as 
product recommendations, they need to use the protected 
PDU. When the users want to hide purchase information 
they need to use the conditional privacy PDU. 

5. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

By the proposed Security the threats such as Man in the 
Middle, Eavesdropping, Data modulation have been 
overcome. Privacy of the user is protected by the method 
proposed .Trusted Third Party (TTD) allocates the public 
key. 

Self updateable pseudonym makes key agreement 
process is easy. Identity of the user is not known as the 
public name is secretly confined only to authorized users 
Secret key is shared, only after mactag verification. 

The size of single pseudonym is computed as follows: 
Size of PN = Public key + Encrypted Private Key + ID of 
TSM + Signature = 1200 bits 

Suppose the number of pseudonyms is 1000, the 
memory needed to store these much pseudonyms is 
146.484Kbytes. However it is not a big deal, when 
considering the recent trends of combining mobile device 
and NFC. But updated environment is limited because of the 
billing charges of mobile device. 

       Additional transference time 
SuPM requires each user to transfer points on the 

elliptic curve additionally in the key agreement process. 
Therefore, 200 bits are additionally transmitted by user. In 
comparison with the transfer time based on the lowest 106 
kbps NFC, the standard method requires 2.727 ns, and 4.569 
nsis needed for the proposed method. In the assumption that 
the transfer time required by each user is the same, transfer 
of 3.628 ns is additionally required. 

Even when random value rRXRR Rand updated public key are 
created, additional time is required, but it does not have an 
effect on the transfer time itself since pre-computation is 
possible. On the other hand, user A and user B cannot be 
allowed to calculate point P in advance. The doubling 
operation takes 0.08 ms in Pentium III process of 548 MHz 
[2]. The proposed method takes 7.680003628 ms, because it 
performs 288 doubling operations to calculate point P. 
When compared with NFC-SEC, 7.68 ms turned out to be 
increased. Accordingly, since conditional anonymity is 
provided, the additional transfer time required is 
7.680003628 ms. 
Operation Format Computation time 
Doubling t(2pR1R) 2M+2S+I 
Addition t(pR1R+pR2R) 2M+S+I 

6. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

The block diagram of the proposed system is given as 
follows in figure.3. 

 
Fig.3. Mobile Node 
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Fig.4.Payment Node 

The above figure.4 as shown in LPC2148 
microcontrollers are based on a 32/16 bit ARM7TDMI-S 
CPU with real-time emulation and embedded trace support, 
that combines the microcontroller with embedded high 
speed flash memory ranging from 32 KB to 512 KB. A 128-
bit wide memory interface and unique accelerator 
architecture enable 32-bit code execution at the maximum 
clock rate, applications where miniaturization is a key 
requirement, such as access control and point-of-sale. A 
blend of serial communications interfaces ranging from a 
USB 2.0 Full Speed device, multiple UARTS, SPI, SSP to 
I2Cs and on-chip SRAM of 8 KB up to 40 KB, make these 
devices very well suited for communication gateways and 
protocol converters, soft modems, voice recognition and low 
end imaging, providing both large buffer size and high 
processing power. Various 32-bit timers, single or dual 10-
bit ADC(s), 10-bit DAC,PWM channels and 45 fast GPIO 
lines with up to nine edge or level sensitive external 
interrupt pins make. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5.NFC Module 

This Module supports Mifare family (ISO 14443A) as shown in 
figure.5, Ultra-light and Near field Communication (ISO 18092) 
standards. 

SPECIFICATION: 

Supported Standards - Mifare® family (ISO 14443A), NFC 
protocol ISO18092 
Baud Rate (to host) - 9.6, 19.2, 38.4, 57.6, 115.2, 230.4, 460.8 k 
Baud, 8, N, 1 
Baud rate (tag / NFC peer) - 106 kBaud, 212 kBaud, up to 424 
kBaud. 
Interface - UART (TTL). 
Power consumption - ~ 120mA. 
Antenna - Integrated. 
Size (L X B X H) in mm - 56 X 37 X 11 (L X B X H) 
Reading Range - = 50 mm 
Operating Voltage - +3.3VDC 

Operating Temperature - -10°C to +65°C 
Tag Types supported - Mifare, Ultra light, Java, DESFire tags. 
Package - ABS Plastic, 6x Pin out 

7. CONCLUSION 

With recent release of various terminals equipped with NFC 
(Near Field Communication), e-payment market using NFC is 
expected to be activated. In such situation, the user's transaction 
information leaks can lead to the invasion of privacy. In this 
paper, the conditional privacy protection methods are proposed 
to solve the aforementioned problems. The proposed method 
uses random public key like pseudonyms. Since the public key is 
updated, fewer burdens are imposed on the administration. The 
update is made based on the long-term public key issued from 
TSM (Trusted Service Manager), and safe management is 
achieved by storing the long- term public key in the SE (Secure 
Element). Unlike VANET (Vehicle Adhoc Network) 
environment in which pseudonym methods have been studied 
for long time, NFC is a short range one-to-one communication 
technology, and it has the robust characteristics to MITM (Man 
in the Middle) attack. Due to its design based on NFC features, 
the proposed method can provide conditional privacy with less 
overhead. 

These methods follows standard systems additionally can 
hide user's identity, and if necessary, the user's identity can be 
confirmed by the TSM. Also the user can get personalized 
services by the selective use of our proposed method. In 
conclusion, it is expected that the proposed method will help 
users to protect their privacy and use personalized services. It 
will contribute to the promotion of mobile payment services 
through NFC. 
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